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FIVE CANDIDATES
GIVE PARTY VIEWS
IN COLLEGE FORUM
Gov. Cross Attacks Republicans
in Legislature-McCook Scores
Price-Raising Policies
ATHENAEUM IS HOST
Socialist, Communist and SocialistLabor Groups Represented
in Public Symposium
"The Republican campaign in Con~
necticut is a thinly-disguised attempt
to fool the people of the state again
into trusting a party which has repeatedly failed them in every crisis
in the past," Governor Wilbur L.
Cross said at a public forum of the
Athenaeum Society in Alumni Hall
last Wednesday night. Other candidates who addressed the audience of
over 400 were Colonel Anson T. McCook, running for Congress in the
First District on the Republican
ticket; Devere Allen, Socialist candidate for United States Senator; Alvin
11. Gully, Socialist-Labor candidate
for Governor ; and Isidore Wofsy,
Communist candidate f or Governor.
President Ogilby presided and introduced t he speaker s.

nience.
then on
NovembPr

Tuesday,

MANY DANCES FEATURE
SATURDAY'S PROGRAM
Five Fraternities and Corrunons
Club Entertain-Alumni
Back in Force

The week-end of the Wesleyan
game was enlivened by dances at five
of the fraternities and at the Commons Club. Among the fraternities
entertaining were Psi Upsilon and
Alpha Chi Rho, who gave tea dances
after the game. There w~re evening
dances at Delta Kappa Epsnon, Delta
Phi, and Sigma Nu.
At the Psi Upsilon dance cllaperones included Professor and Mrs.
Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. William Grainger, and Mrs. Frazier Scott. Charles
Millard's Orchestra supplied the
music for the affair. The Alpha Chi
Rho dance was chaperoned by Mr. and
Mrs. Hart of Wethersfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Calderwood of Springfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Ainley of West Hartford,
and Mr. and Mrs. Pinney o'f Hartford.
Cross on the Labor Board.
The Kent-Schuyler Orchestra proGovernor Cross, who is a candidate vide ' ,nu~ic.
for re-election on the Democratic
At the dance given Saturday eveticket, called attention further to ning by Delta Kappa Epsilon, Dean
Republican efforts in the last two ' and Mrs. Hood, Professor and Mrs.
General Assemblies to block measures Means, Professor and Mrs. Mitchell,
proposed by hims elf which were in Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wessells, Mr. and
1
substant ial agreement with statutes Mrs. Frederick R. Tansill, and Mr.
promised by the Republican party in and Mrs. Glover Johnson served as
earlier campaigns. "And yet in this chaperones. The music was furnished
campaign," continued the Governor, by Buster Johnson and his Southern
"this party has the temerity to claim Knights.
rewards for legislation forced through
(Continued on page 3.)
in spite of their opposition, and also
to favo1· in this campaign measures
identical with ones defeated by themselves in the last Assembly." The
Labor Mediation Board, which in its
thirty-nine years of existence settled
only one dispute, is now being made
a false issue by the opposition, the
Governor claimed. "And why? Be- One Hundred Fifty-Four New
cause I appointed Joseph M. Tone as
Men Sign Book at Annual
Labor Commissioner. And I appointed
Exercises
Mr. Tone because I wanted results."
"The attitude of the Republican
One hundred and fifty-four new
party toward efforts for social legislation," continued the Governor, "may names were added to the list already
best be discovered by inspecting the in the Matriculation book on Wednesrecord of that party in the last two day, when the annual Matriculation
sessions of the legislature. While
numerous organizations in the state Day Exercises were held.
The Reverend Bernard Iddings Bell,
who have the public interest trul~
at heart were fighting hard to pre. former warden of St. Stephen's Colvent the House of RepresentativeB lege, gave . the address, in which he
from voting away the water power spoke of the true significance of a
resources of Connecticut to the Unicollege education.
It is not, as he
ted Gas Improvement Company, the
chairman of the Republican State pointed out, a means to gaining maCommittee was sitting in the lobby terial success later on in life, but
of the house doing nothing to stop the instead a means of learning how to
live by enjoying the true values that
robbery.
life has to offer.
Hits Judgeship Deal.
The Rev. Bell said that when the
"The attempts of the people to get President of Chicago University rehonest and fair judges were defeated ceived a complaint that the graduby the notorious judgeship deal, which ates of his university were not earnmade a political football of a digni- ing as much money ten years after
fied public office. In 1931 the un- graduation as graduates of other infavorable budget outlook demanded stitutions, he answered that he was
that an effort be made to reorganize satisfied that his graduates were
the state tax system, yet when I asked probably getting more out of life by
for the appointment of a commission being able to enjoy its cultural side
to study the problem, the legislature more than the others. Dr. Bell's conturnnd down my request. In 1933, cluding point was that a truly eduwhen the budget deficit was over five cated man has a working theory of
million dollars and still growing, the life at 2o and a philosophy of life at
legislature finally authorized a tax 30, and that if he doesn't develop for
commission to investigate and report himself those theories, his education
has failed of its main objective.
(Continued on page 3.)

MATRICULATION ADDRESS
DELIVERED BY REV. BELL

Untried Yearling Football Team
STATISTICS.
Defeats Wesleyan 9 to 0
Trinity Wesleyan
at Middletown
First Downs,. . . . . . . . . 25
11
DE DISSE SCORES
Cardinals Threaten Goal
in Second Quarter;
0'1\'lalley Stars

Line

The initial triumph in the most
successful week-end Trinity has experienced in many years was achieved
by an untried and surprisingly strong
freshman football team last Friday.
Wesleyan's first-year men went down
in defeat by a count of 9 to 0. Trinity's Cubs had the game well in control throughout, except in the last few
moments of the first half when Wesleyan opened up and carried the ball
threateningly close to the Blue and
Gold's goal line. A first quarter push,
not unlike those which have been seen
in most of the varsity games this
year, put Trinity within scoring distance. DeDisse plunged the line for
the initial score and place-kicked the
extra point. Late in the same period
a Wesleyan back fumbled, and, recovering behind his own goal line,
allowed Trinity two additional points.
The game appeared to be sewed up
until just before the whistle blew at
the half, when the young Cardinals
completed a nicely-executed pass and
reached their rival's 3-yard marker.
Both Teams Threaten.
Both teams came hack in the second
half with determination to score.
First Wesleyan, then Trinity, would
threaten the otheT's goal. Both teams
tightened their defense when a possibility for scoring presented itself.
The last period was a duplicate of the
second quarter as Wesleyan opened
up. Merrell shot a pass which was
lateraled to Horn, 'Vho dashed down
the sidelines for 35 yards where he
stepped outside on, Trinity's fiveyard stripe. Another fumble on the
fourth down, when a score seemed
imminent, proved disastrous to the
Middletown yearlings. The sturdy
Blue and Gold frosh carried the ball
to the 45-yard line as the game ended.
(Continued on page 5.)

DE DISSE PRESIDENT
OF FRESHMAN CLASS
Morgan and Wils,>n Also Chosen
Officers-Movies Shown
at First Meeting
Theodore E. DeDi!;lse of Baltimore
was elected President of the Freshman Class at its first meeting, held in
the Public Speakinoo Room Monday
night, October 29. Further ballots
resulted in the choic:;e of James Morgan of Honolulu 4S Vice-President
and John H. Wilson of Baltimore as
Secretary-Treasurer.
Directly after the elections Miss
Eugenic Williams showed three reels
of moving pictures which she had
taken around Hartford. The first
two showed views of the city, the
most interesting of which were those
taken in the heavy snowstorm of last
winter. The third reel consisted of
shots of the Commencement exercises
at the college last spring.
Following the movies the men adjourned to the cafeteria, where refreshments were served under the
auspices of the Senate.

Yards Gained by Rushing, ............. 335
Forward Passes Tried, 10
Forward Passes Completed, . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Yards Gained by Forwards, ........... 58
Number of Punts,..... 5
Average Distance of
Punts, ......... ,... 40.4
Runbacks of Kicks,
Yards, ........... 146
Fumbles, . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Own Fumbles Recovered, 1
Penalties, Yards Lost,. 20

135
13
2

35
12

Line Drives by Home Team
Count in Traditional
Battle Here

EIGENBAUER STARS
Kellam, Sampers Also Tally as
Cardinal Line Wilts in
Second Half

On Saturday November 3, Trinity's
football team added another victory to
32.3 its list by conquering the representatives of Wesleyan, 27-0. A recordbreaking crowd turned out to see the
42
two rival institutions play a hard1
fought,
bitter contest, which was re1
plete with thrills of every type. Al10
though the field was somewhat muddy,
the crowd was brought to its feet
many times by the spectacular runs
of both teams. The Blue and Gold
Martens, Kearns Awarded
continually had the upper hand with
N. E. Basketball Mention the exception of the second quarter,
when the Scarlet, by means of passes
John Martens, captain-elect of Trin- and long runs, threatened Trinity's
ity's basketball team, has been goal time and again.
Kellam Scores.
awarded the position of forward on
The
Hilltoppers'
first score came
the All-New England Intercollegiate
Basketball Team for 1934. He was early in the first period as the result
described as one of the fastest ""or- cf a sustained drive from their own
v;ards in the East in t he writmp, 40-yard line. Kobrosky kicked off fo r
which appeared in Spalding's Official Trinity and the ball was returned to
Basketball Guide. Thomas Kearns, the 20-yard mark. After attempting,
Trinity guard, received honorable unsuccessfully, to run the ball, Bur mention for a position on the same ton kicked to Marquet on his own
team. The lineup of the All-New 40. Then followed thre ~ first downs
in quick succession with Kobrosky and
England Team is as follows:
Louis Bush, Forward, Mass State. E.igenbauer doing most of the ball
carrying. Kellam then took the ball
John Martens, Forward, Trinity.
John F. Martin, Center, R. I. State. on an end r un and went over the
line standing up. Weber converted the
John Grinnel, Guard, Tufts.
Nichols Holmes, Guard, Williams. extra point.
K obrosky again kicked off and
Johnson ran the ball back to the 35yard stripe. H,u nt ress made 8 thTough
center and Co"u ltas annexed a first
down. Huntress went through center
again for 20 yards but the succeeding plays were smeared and the
quarter ended with the ball on the
Wesleyan Radio Debate Assured 35-yard line. Score: Trinity 7, Wes-Inter-Class Debates
leyan 0.
Planned
Wesleyan nut the ball in play, but
aiter two attempts failed, Burton
Last Tuesday, at the first tryouts punted out of bounds on Trinity's
of the season, twelve men came before 40. Eigenbauer made 9¥.! yards
the Athenaeum Society. Of these, around end and Sampers added first
six were tentatively chosen, their down. Kobrosky made 5 yards through
names not announced. On November guard which, coupled with an offside
6 the aspirants will be definitely penalty, produced another first down.
accepted or rejected. On this night, The ball was lost on downs and then
also, another opportunity will be given Wesleyan opened up its attack. A
those who either failed to niake the pass, Burton to Huntress gained 12
grade last week or did not try out. yards. Johnson made 11 yards on a
Each candidate will be required to cut-back through tackle, and Huntress
followed with 11 yards around end.
give a three-minute talk.
The next project on the Athenae- Roach ended this advance by interceptum's schedule is a series of inter- ing a pass and advancing it to the
class debates. The first of these is 40. After several exchanges of punts
to be between the Senior and Junior with no advantage to either team,
teams, and will be held on or about the half ended with the ball in TrinDecember 11. Shortly after mid- ity's possession.
years the Sophomores and Freshmen
Wesleyan Kicks Off.
will hold forth. The two winning
Wesleyan kicked off to start the
teams will then enter into a final second half, and Kobrosky returned
debate. These meetings will be open the ball to the 30-yard marker. Samto the general College body, and the pers hit the center of the line lfor
Society anticipates student support of 8 yards, and an offside penalty made
the individual class teams.
it first down. Two plays and a quick
The debating society's program for kick put the ball on Wesleyan's 30.
the year is fairly well outlined by this Play see-sawed back and forth until
time. It is planned to have several Kobrosky intercepted a pass. Then
intercollegiate matches. A radio followed a steady drive which redebate with Wesleyan is certain, and sulted in another touchdown. Kobrotwo more probable meets are with sky made 20 yards around end, and
Connecticut State at Storrs and with Eigenbauer did the same through
the American International College at center. An end run lost 9 yards and
Springfield. In addition, several then Eigenbauer made 16 yards off
(Continued on page 3.)
(Continued on page 5.)

SIX NEW .MEN ADMITTED
TO ATHENAEUM SOCIETY
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POLITICALLY SPEAKING

Without detracting in any way from the laudability of the
Athenaeum's enterprise in sponsoring the "political forum" of last
Wednesday night, we would like to record a note of dismay at
the speeches of the major party candidates who supposedly represented their respective parties. Where we had looked for a concrete and straightforward exposition of party principles we found
what seemed to be an exercise in public speaking, rendered in
terms of vague generalities and picayune criticisms of the rival
party. What the Democratic and Republican platforms, and to
some extent those of the three lesser groups, stand for was not
easy to learn from the dreary campaign oratory of their exponents.
It may have been that the quality of the audience misled the
speakers. It is true that nearly half the listeners were hangers
on of the minority groups, obviously present in the capacity of
clacqueurs. This part of the audience did the program no good
and served only to distract the speakers by getting up and walking out in the middle of a speech and by whispering their disapproval audibly. It was certainly no representative college group
that attended the symposium.
In the future we would suggest that such an evening be open
only to students and members of the faculty. This would eliminate the possibility of a mixed group which might bewilder the
speaker into a hazy knowledge of just what sort of a speech he
ought to give. Secondly, have the party representative-s speak
at a time other than the campaign period. Perhaps public interest would not be so great, but at least the speakers would not be
af1·aid of violating some campaign rule and losing a few votes,
and they could, therefore, enter into a frank and guileless discussion of their party policies. Then those of us who want a
political forum for college men, not just another political rally,
will not be disappointed.

CHECKING UP ON CUTS

We have heard numerous ·complaints about the campus of late
to the effect that the Office did not appear to be cooperating in
the matter of notifying students of cuts recorded against them.
Upon investigation, it was found that the Office will consent to
be at the disposal of any student who wants to know where he
stands in this matter every day from 11 to 12 o'clock.
Last
spring it was thought that this custom could be dropped, as every
professor and instructor is required to turn in a list of absences,
and ea~h student, therefore, might be expected to know how
many cuts he had taken. No notices were sent out until the unfortunate stage had been reached where all cuts in a course were
exhausted.
The student, on the other hand, appears to feel that mistakes
are frequent, and that he is often credited with absences which
have been excused. Af3 a r·esult of mixups of this sort, he frequently finds that his cuts are all used up on the books, although
not so in fact, and argues that a chance of checking up once in a
while would prevent such an occurrence.
Realizing the student's point of view, the Office has agreed
to open the books for inspection during the old hour, expressing
the hope that undergraduates will at the same time make some
effort to keep tabs on themselves. Students can cooperate in this
and also to the extent of making inquiry only at the appointed
hour.
·

l
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Quest?:on-Do you favo'r an Anti- able that a determined effort to disWar mass ·meet·ing at Trinity courage war by undergraduates
throughout the country would have
on N overrtber 9?

~rinitp

Qtolltge

'a tremendous effect upon internaWilliam J. Angus, '35.
An Anti-War mass meeting at this tional relations in the future. As
Hartford, Conn.
time when we are reminded of the long as there is such a move under
last war should go far toward mak- way in American colleges, I am anxing us more conscious of the horrors ious for an opportunity to alter an
of war. Although I am not a pacifist impartial attitude toward the Antiin the strictest sense of the word, I War question to one of more positive
do think that international accord can conclusions. This opportunity, I be"The universities must
be achieved by demonstrating to the lieve, would be pl·esented in the proyounger generation the utter folly of posed meeting November 9.
realize that spiritual
warfare.
W. Frazier Scott, '36.
We cannot afford to be indiffe1·ent
John P. McGarvey, '35.
values are 'not unintel~
Of course, I am opposed to war, but to this issue. I am certainly in favor
after having witnessed the pacifist of a mass meeting on November 9,
ligible things, but real
meeting at Trinity last year I do not where we can learn more about war
see how anyone could favor another and about ways to prevent it. Our
facts and part of our
such meeting this November 9. I interest and attendance alone will be
refer to the attitude of the students a step in the right direction, after
daily routine'."
which we ma3• realize a definite
on that occasion.
The basis of Nationalism is opposed course of Anti-War action.
Milton L. Kobrosky, '37.
to Internationalism. With such a rise
William C. Nevils,
In case of war, the students are
of national spirit as Germany, Italy,
President, Georgetown University.
Japan, and Soviet Russia are exper- among the first to be called upon for
iencing today, it is quite futile for us service. I think that Armistice Day
in America to talk about pacifism. is a time for everyone to voice his
Trinity College
Imagine living in some European objection to war.
country where your next-door neigh- students, therefore, ought to join all
bor is arming to her full capacity. the other colleges of the country in
Are you going to let her do this with- having a mass meeting November 9.
Wilson Haight, '37.
out taking precautions for yourself?
I am strongly in favor of the sugGeneral Smedley D. Butler, the fighting Quaker, answered this in his cus- gested Anti-War meeting. War is
tomary forceful language by saying, one of the most vital problems, and
"Hell, I'm a pacifist, but I always vve cannot neglect it. Enlightenment
as to the fundamental natnre of vvar,
have a club behind my back."
When the next war occurs, the and advice in combating it, which
venal press will blow its bugles and might be advanced by speakers in a
beat its drums as it has in the past, mass meeting, would be of great value
and again emotion, caused by propa- to us.
ganda, will supplant reason, which
James A. Morgan, ' 38·
Branch-70 Farmington Avenue
Armistice Day brings back to us
often reigns during peace.
In conclusion, I should like to refer memories of the last great war, in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - you to an article by George Seldes, which thousands lost their lives. Anentitled, "The New Propaganda for other such war would probably mean
War", appearing in the current issue the destruction of whole nations and
of Harper's Magazine, in which the millions of lives. In view of these
writer calls our attention to the fact facts I would favor an Anti-War mass
that "the principal leaders of socie- meeting at Trinity on November 9.
John A. Wilson, '38.
ties, attempting through sentimentalAn Anti-War mass meeting at
ism and other submersive methods to
dictate our domestic policy by op- Trinity would, in my opinion, be adposing tJreparedness, are generally vantageous. Although it is a fact
foreigners or foreign born working that every intelligent person is opfor the interests of other nations."
posed to war, the meeting would show Lor.
~
Ma1n
• an d Mu. lberry Streeb
doubtful ones that our generation is
John E. Geare, '36.
Being of the opinion that armed not deluded by any idea of war's
conflict between nations is inevitable, glamour. A firm stand, without any
my reaction to propaganda either for show of radicalism, by all college stuwar or for peace has been one of in- dents would make a stl·ong impression
difference. But it does seem prob- in the fight against war.
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Strange Creatures
I Have Seen
(From the Memoirs of Prof. Camelot
Nyecroft, who is now in his dotage.)
One afternoon I decided to go to
the Bronx Zoo. I had not been to a
zoo for a long time, and I wanted to
see some animals. While I was muttering around a.fter my hat, it began
to rain. Now there are certain things
which make me exercise more selfcontrol than I possess. When I saw
this rain, I ceased muttering and
threw myself upon a pillow to stifle
a scream. Then I got up, tense as a
man having his teeth drilled, and
walked across the room to a chair,
by a table on which there happened
to be a bottle. There was also a
green lamp on the table. I sat down
and thought about all those animals
at the zoo, at the same time picking
paint off the lamp till there was
a little heap of green flakes on the
table-cover. I kept picking and getting more morose. Suddenly a genii
appeared and asked me what I wanted.
I said, "Why didn't you ring?" and
then noticed that the genii had no
fingers. He didn't have feet either,
just big wheels attached to his ankles.
His face was covered with blue birthmarks, and when I tired of staring
at it, I said, "Get me a drink." He
said, "You have one." I gave him a
poisonous look, and hollered, "GET
ME A DRINK, YOU APE-FACED
GOTH!" He got me drinks after that
without any chatter.
A little later I heard a small noise
in the corner o.f the room. I turned
around and looked. It was a Fan-rat.

Now the Fan-rat is not like the
Cellar-rat or the Water-rat or the
White rat, which either run all
day on tread-mills for psychology
professors, or squeal when submal·ines get stuffy. Those rats are just
stooges, and have no self-respect.
The Fan-rat dwells almost exclusiVIely
in offices .and restaurants, and knows
full well that it is the only animal
in the world that is able to dash
from blade to blade on a fan doing
6, 700 revolutions per minute. If you
are quick of eye, you can see a Fanrat doing this any time. He usually
stays at the top o.f the fan, going
like the very dickens and counting
one-two-thre.e -four as fast as he can.
Some Fan-rats recite poetry while
they are running. Once I heard one
reciting this:
"Oh I am a Fan-rat I am;
OF THE BETTER CLASS
My name is not George, it is
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS
Sam;
Perhaps I am Stoopid
To run till I'm poopid,
But who gives a jolly goddam?"
Their poetry is not so good.
Well, this Fan-rat in my room was
looking all around. I thought it would
leave when it made sure that I had
no fan. But instead, it ran over
toward me, jumped up on the table,
and started gnawing at the lamp.
With one long swipe I knocked it
across the room. I was too late. The
Publication Work a SpedaltJ
genii rolled right in with another
drink, expecting to please me, I supLINOTYPE
COMPOSITION
pose. I said, "Take it away, and take
that too." I pointed at the rat, but
it was gone, and so was the genii.
(Continued on page 6.)
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Gov. Cross, McCook Among Speakers
at Political Forum of Athenaeum
(Continued from page 1.)
on the situation. This report will be
ready in about a week and will be the
basis for tax legislation in the next
Assembly."
Col. McCook attacked the priceraising policies of the Roosevelt Administration as having extremely unfavorable results on the fixed income
groups. "The increasing cost of living," claimed Col. McCook, "hits hardest of all those whose incomes depend
upon their daily work and upon small
savings. The income of these people
is relatively fixed, because in times
of rising prices investors, savings
"hank depositors, and those who re~eive salaries and wages are not likely
to receive increases in their rates of
interest or rates of pay. But while
their income remains fixed, the cost
of living goes up. To them it seems
that every dollar that they receive
is worth just as much as it was two
years ago, but whether they know it
or not, their dollar is slowly losing in
value-and according to recent Administration plans the end is not yet
in sight.
"And yet what are we gaining
thTough all this? Increased employment? No; for the American Federation of Labor reports that oveT 800,000 have been added to the une~ployed
in the past year, and even the administration spokesmen admit that
there will be more people on Telief
this winter than last winter."
Higher Taxes Opposed.
The problem of securing funds to
pay for the heavy public outlays for
relief purposes, accoTding to Col. McCook, was accentuating the difficulties occasioned by the incTease in the
cost of living. "On the one hand,"
he said, "the fixed income class is
seeing its real income decreasing,
while on the other hand the government is making heavier demands upon
it, in the form of higher taxes, to
pay for the relief expenditures made
necessary by the price-raising policies
of the administration." In concluding,
Col. McCook promised that if elected
he would carefully study the problems
facing the people and then would
follow his conscience in acting upon
the re11ults of his study.
Devere Allen, Socialist candidate
for the Senate, who followed Governor
Cross upon the platform, attacked the
two major parties as "completely
bankrupt of ideas in Connecticut."
"There is little," he said, "to choose
between the two parties, and yet, in
spite of a marked agreement upon
major policies now and in the past,
these parties who between themselves
have had uninterrupted control of the
state, have failed to carry out a single
major promise made in their last two
campaigns.
"This reminds me very much of the
prize contest conducted recently by
a Baltimore newspaper to determine
the difference between the Republican
and the Democratic parties. 'A Republican,' declared the winner, 'is a person who thinks times are bad when
the Democrats are in power, and a
Democrat is a person who thinks times
are bad when the Republicans are in
power.' Well, it seems to me that
both Democrats and Republicans are
right.''
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New Deal has succeeded entirely in
.satisfying the desires of its supporters, which were to lower the standard
of living of the workers in order to
increase the profits of the capitalists." Mr. W ofsy asserted that if the
Socialists or Republicans had been in
power instead of the Democrats, they
would have done exactly the same
things, even if the methods would have
differed in slight details. "No wonder,"
he remarked, "that the common council of Bridgeport cooperated with the
Soicalist mayor, for there is nothing
to choose between the Socialists and
their Democratic and Republican
brethren, except: the difference in the
labels. I know of this from my own
experience; a friend of mine has felt
the club of a Democratic policeman,
and I have felt the club of a Socialist
policeman, and we both agree that
the two feel the same."
Socialism Unsound.
In European countries, declared Mr.
Wofsy, the Socialist parties have laid
the way for the coming of Fascism,
for, through their belief in "evolutionary'' Socialism, they have failed
to do anything to alleviate the suffering of the masses, who have turned
to Communism in such large numbers
that the capitalists have been forced
to adopt Fascist, terroristic methods
to preserve the status quo from the
rising tide of Communism. In Germany the dilatory tactics of the Social
Democrats led the country to the
brink of revolution; in their distress
the leaders of Social Democracy
turned to Bruening to protect themselves from Hindenburg, then to
Hindenburg to protect themselves
from Hitler, and then ~Iindenburg
delivered them over to Hitler. In
Italy the workers became tired of the
Socialist method of peaceful evolution
toward a socialist society and seized
the factories and the land; the capitalists were terror-stricken, and in their
terror they seized upon a man named
Mussolini and with the unwitting aid
of the Socialists they put him in
power. The same thing is happening
now in France, Spain, England, Belgium, Holland, Poland, Austria, Bulgaria, Rumania, Yugoslavia, Greece,
and so forth. But everywhere only
one party offers any hope: the Communist party which does not say to
the unemployed, the dispossessed, the
crushed, "wait, and maybe in a hundred, in two hundred years things will
all be right again." No; it says it
will set things right now, today, without waiting while people starve and
kill each other in the name of Capitalism.

classes that stand face to face with
the bourgeoisie today, the proletariat
alone is a really revolutionary class.
"The other classes," he declared,
"decay and finally disappear in the
face of modern industry; the proletaTiat is its special and essential prodThe lower middle class fight
uct.
against the bourgeoisie to save themselves from extinction as fractions of
the middle class, QUt are therefore
not revolutionary, but conservative
and reactionary, and from their numbers come the social scum, the passively rotting masses, that are the
bribed tools of reactionary intrigue,
and that furnish the great mass of
the Fascist groups."
Proletariat Independent.
Mr. Gully then explained why it
was that the proletariat had no ties
binding it to the preservation of the
status quo, and concluded by declaring that whereas all previous historical movements were movements of
minorities or in the interest of minorities, the proletarian movement is the
self-conscious, independent movement
of the large majority, in the interest
of the large majority.
"Hitherto every form of society has
been based, as we have already seen,
on the antagonism of oppressing and
oppressed classes. But in order to
oppress a class, certain conditions
must be assured to that class under
which it can, at least, continue its
slavish existence. Yet the modern
laborer, unlike the serf of former
times, sees himself the progress of
industry sink deeper and deeper below
the conditions of existence of his own
class.
"Thus it becomes evident that the
bourgeoisie is unfit any longer to be
the ruling class in society and to
impose its conditions of existence
upon society as an overriding law.
It is unfit to rule because it cannot
assure even •a n existence to a slave
within his slavery. The existence of the
bourgeoisie is therefore no longer
compatible with the existence of society. Its fall and the victory of the
proletariat are equally inevitable."

...

this division with 14, while Amport
has 9 to his credit in only three
games. All these statistics are from
the Associated Press reports and are
spread all over the entire country,
and even should the Trinity squad
fail of their objective of a clean slate,
they have already made a name for
themselves for the football season of
1934, which stamps them as close to
the outstanding eleven the college has
ever turned out in its long history.
The season's record so far:
Trinity .... 39
Hartwick . . . . . . 0
Trinity .... 27
R. P. I.. . . . . . . . . 0
Trinity .... 34
Worcester . . . . . 0
Trinity .... 14
Coast G. A.. . . . . 6
Trinity .... 25
Conn. State. . . . . 0
Trinity .... 27
Wesleyan . . . . . . 0
Trinity. . . . ?
Vermont U . . . . . . ?

MEDUSA ISSUES WARNING
TO FRESHMEN IN CHAPEL
Credit to be Cancelled Unless
"Seniores Priores" Rule
is Obeyed
The Medusa, Senior honorary society and disciplinary body among the
students, has posted a notice regarding Freshman conduct in Chapel,
which reads as follows:
"The Medusa wishes to call attention to the fact that all Freshmen
must sit in the front row seats and
observe the rule of 'Seniores Priores.'
For breach of this rule the chapel
credit will not be given to the offending student."
(It has long been the custom in the
Trinity Chapel, that the upperclassmen occupy the last three rows and
the Freshmen the first one. In leaving
the service, members of the Faculty
leave first, followed in turn by the
upperclassmen and then the Freshmen. It is to this custom that the
term "Seniores Priores" refers in this
announcement.-Ed.)

Chess Club Challenges
Four New England Teams

J

ATHENAEUM PLANS.
(Continued from page 1.)
speakers have been arranged for later
in the year. One of these will be Professor Rohr. Another will be Mr.
Ronald Regnier, prominent Hartford
attorney and past president of the
Athenaeum, who will conduct a forum
after he has spoken.

W. C. MASON & CO.
Incorporated

FUEL OILS
COAL
COKE
"Delco" tt Ray"
Oil Burners
726 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

SLOSSBERG
Tailoring Parlor
The Well-Known Trinity Tailor

65 LINCOLN STREET.
Telephone 5-1436.

YOUR EFFICIENCY
depends upon your health.
Your health can be maintained by the use of Good,
Clean, Safe MILK.

The Bryant & Chapman Co.
Hartford, Conn.

"THE SCOTTY"

The Trinity Chess Club has been
meeting regularly every Friday eveThis Brown Buck Oxford with
ning, and is preparing for an active a wine crepe sole reveals an air
season. While the club played only of studied nonchalance
and
one intercollegiate match last year, meets the demand of the fastidiBlue and Gold Tied with Navy winning over Wesleyan, its match ous dresser. Priced at $5.00.
for Highest Percentage Rating committee has already issued chalOther New Styles
lenges to the teams of Harvard, Yale,
Kobrosky Prominent
$2.85 to $7.50
Northeastern, and M. I. T. The · season will commence by engaging the
Within only one game of its first
218 ASYLUM STREET.
Hartford High School chess team in
undefeated season since before the
Just Relow Allyn Thl!l\tre.
a practice match.
War, the Trinity football team still
ranks high among the leading college
elevens in the East, in scoring, percentage rating and individual feats.
. There are now but seven unbeaten
Revolution Not Un-American.
teams, and Trinity, along with Navy,
Mr. Wofsy continued by outlining occupies the top rung, . each team
the Communist attitude toward rev- having won six games apiece. Syraolution. "Our capitalist friends," he cuse, Tufts, Princeton and St. Vincent
declared, "say that revolution is an follow with five in a row. Panzer
un-American method. But we must has taken three straight.
The Case, Lockwood
Brainard Company
remember that in 1776 the American
In the team scoring race, Duquesne
people chose revolution as the way has a wide lead with 276 points in
out in their dispute with King George, seven games, against 188 for Prince85 Trumbull Street, Hartford, Conn.
and in 1861 revolution was again ton in six. Trinity ranks third with
chosen as the way out. Thus, far 166. Mickey Kobrosky, star Blue and
from being un-American, the method Gold halfback, is still very much in
of revolution is peculiarly an Ameri- the running for the individual laurels,
can institution, one to which the as he is tied for third place with
people turn to shake off the yoke of Buzz Berries, great Navy back. Both
oppression, and one which is today men have 60 points, derived from 10
M. W. SCHER, Proprietor
as good as it ever was."
44 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.
touchdown jaunts. Sheperd of WestThe Socialist-Labor candidate for ern Maryland, who was leading in this
New Deal Fails.
Governor, Alvin M.. Gully, devoted race, was displaced by Strutt of
Baldwin-Stewart Electric Company
In the city of Bridgeport, Mr. Allen part of his speech to tracing the his- Duquesne, who now has 79 tallies, six
pointed out, not a single measure pro- tory of Socialism from early man to more than his closest rival.
Luke
posed by Jasper McLevy, the Socialist the present day. "Karl Marx," said Kellam, big Trinity tackle, also comes
mayor, has been vetoed by the com- Mr. Gully, "made Socialism a system, in for a share of the national public·
210 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.
mon council, yet this council is com- whereas before it had been merely ity. Kellam is tied with King, Hobart
posed of twelve Socialists, three a Utopian ideal. In his system Marx end, for high scoring among Eastern
Republicans, and thirteen Democrats. provided for two things: an ideal, the linemen. He has crossed the goal line
Mr. Allen concluded by remarking communist society as the ultimate five times for 30 markers, an exthat the New Deal was an absolute goal; and a method, the dictatorship tremely rare feat for a tackle. Ike
failure. "It has failed," he said, "to of the proletariat, which is to be Eigenbauer is also well up on the
fulfill a single one of its major objec- established upon the forcible over- list, being credited with 37 points.
241 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
tives; it has not banished the depre&· throw of the rotting capitalist system. Still another Blue and Gold grid star
This
system
is
what
our
party
stands
sion, and its only tangible results
who is in the limelight is Jack Amport,
seem to be the disillusionment of the for, as interpreted and enlarged by husky guard. Although Amport has
people and the increase in the public the greatest of American Socialist been unable to play since the Worcester
TUTORING IN PHYSICS
,,.
writers, Daniel de Leon."
game due to injuries, he is still the
debt."
0.
F.
JOHNSON
Mr. Gully continued by pointing out forth ranking man in the East in
These last statements were violently
attacked by the Communist candidate the accuracy of Marx's diagnosis of place-kicks for the all important
Telephone 7-2047
for Governor, Isidore Wofsy, who the ills o.f the capitalist system. Thus, point after touchdown. Sandbach of
declared that "on the contrary the according to Mr. Gully, of all the the strong Princeton Tigers 'leads in

TRINITY RANKS NEAR TOP
AMONG EASTERN ELEVENS

PACKARD BOOT SHOP

TRINITY MEN FAVOR
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&
Printers and Bookbinders

THE COLLEGE STORE
The Place of Accommodation

Electrical Contractors

Pianos, Home Movies, Camera Films
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Good Taste/
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The American
Tobacco Companv

The

Crop
"It's toasted"

The clean center leaves are the mildest
leaves-they cost more-they taste
better-so of course, Luckies use only
the clean center leaves-the choicest
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos.

{ Your throat protection-against irritation-against cough

Totalitarianism is Incompatible with
Christianity, Prof. Humphrey Believes
In the fifth lecture of his Mark
Twain Course on "Contemporary
Civilization" Professor Edward F.
Humphrey
characterized
political
paganism as perhaps the very worst
element of the totalitarian state ideal.
Taking for his lecture topic, "Paganism and Christianity, the Deified Dictator", Professor Humphrey maintained that totalitarianism is incompatible with Christian ideal. A worship of the "Divine" Augustus, the
Emperor, did once become a part of
the pagan Roman Empire which
Christianity came to redeem-Christianity with its ideal of a higher law,
Christianity which alone of all the
religions within the Empire refused
to bow down to an almighty Emperor.
Today one need only repeat his
An1erican Declaration of Independence to see how completely Divine
Law has superseded imperial rescripts, for our Magna Carta asserts
that "We hold these truths to be
self-evident; that all men are created
equal, :they are ;endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable
rights."
Such has ever been the
spirit of the true Christian; the
Church has ever fought against temporal tyranny; it has striven to ren-

der unto Caesar only those things
that are Caesar's. "No state," said
Professor Humphrey, "can remain
truly Christian and accept the totalitarian ideal; and, conversely, a state
should not be listed as wholly totalitarian as long as Christianity still
survives within its borders."
A rapid survey of the various dictatorships of our day disclosed that
in but few instances have they attempted the full totalitarian program
with · respect to religious matters.
Russia most nearly approaches the
~oaless ideal, though even here com-;>Jete state control over religion is
-;dll an objective to be won rather
than an accomplished fact. In Italy
"Mussolini long since came to terms
with the Vatican on religious matters
and many indeed are the restrictions
which religion imposes upon Mussolini's totalitarian program. In fact,
since the Vatican accord, Mussolini's
political course has followed more
humane and Christian lines and has
won a considerable acclaim not only
at home but also abroad.
Germany, at the moment, is the
world's supreme challenge to the
principle which Martin Luther expressed as: "The Freedom of the
Christian."
The religious conflict
there is terrific, with Hebrew, Protestant, and Catholic each and all exhibiting a religious tenacity worthy

of the martyrs of all ages. At the
present moJV,ent religion seems to be
winning its cause.
The nature of the Nazi state is not
as yet determined and it may not be
too late for religion to save the world
from a Hitler totalitarian. Perhaps,
after all, the subject of the lecture
should read as it did in the Sunday
Courant, "The Defied Dictator." In
that case it may rest with Lenin
alone among the dictators of our day
to achieve an apotheosis for his
totalitarian beliefs and to be classed
as a divine "Augustus" ruling over a
new pagan world.

tons next fall. The agreement was
reached in a meeting of representatives from the various chapters and
marks perhaps the beginning of a
more liberal interfraternity spirit
than is now prevalent. This, i'n turn,
can not fail to develop a greater col- Physical Education Deparbnent
lege unity. The experiment will be
Announces Requirements
watr.hed wilh anxious interest by
for Participation
those who are interested in preserving the proportion of things.

NOV. 16 SET AS DATE
FOR INTRAMURAL RACE

\VEEK-END DANCES.
(Continued from page 1.)
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.
November 5, 1909.
The team left last Friday morning
for Hamilton, N. Y., where it played
the strong Colgate aggregation on
Saturday. There were few hopes of
our beating the team which Yale only
scored five regular touchdowns on
and it was generally thought that
Colgate would at least win by six
points. Therefore, it was a great
surprise to all that Trinity has held
them to a nothing to nothing score.

* *
Six of the seven fraternity chapters, namely, I. K. A., Alpha Delta
Phi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Psi Upsilon, Phi Gamma Delta and Alpha Chi
Rho have agreed to adopt pledge but-

Chaperones for the Delta Phi dance
included Dean and Mrs. Hood, Professor and Mrs. Krieble, Professor and
Mrs. Martin, Professor and Mrs. Herrick. The dancing was done to the
music of Frankie Melitzo's Orchestra.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Eastman, Professor and Mrs. Means, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Woodward, and Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Segur acted as chaperones for
the Sigma Nu dance.
The Brown
Derbies Orchestra played.
All of the dances were well attended both by undergraduates and
their guests and by alumni as well.
At the tea dance given by the Commons Club in the Cook Lounge Saturday afternoon, Roger Motten officiated as chairman, and the Trinity
Troubadours played.

The intramural cross-country run
for the Lyman Ogilby Trophy will be
held on Friday, November 16, at 4.15.
The race was won last year by Douglas Gladwin of the Commons Club
with Sigma Nu second and Delta Phi
third. In order to secure permanent
possession of the Trophy, it must be
won three times by the same fraternity. So far Sigma Nu has two legs
on it and the Commons Club has one.
Mr. Clarke, who is in charge of the
run, announces that all students expecting to participate in this intramural cross-country race must report
to a member of the Physical Education Department for a minimum of
six practice periods. At least five
laps on the track must be run at each
of five of these periods. The crosscountry course must be covered at
the sixth. The men who have been
out for the soccer, freshman football,
and varsity football teams need only
report for three of the six practice
periods. Only the students who have
fulfilled the requirements will be
allowed to run in the race.
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there. He also "doubles-in-brass",
teaching chemistry in addition to his
efforts in the athletic department ...•
When Holy Cross pushed over their
lone touchdown on the Colgate eleven
Saturday, it marked only the third
time in four years that an enemy back
had crossed the Red Raider's goalline .... Doug Nott, University of
Detroit fullback, throws p a s s e s
equally well with either hand . . . .
Coach Dan Jessee rates Jack Maher,
captain and star center of the Trinity squad, as one of the smartest, allaround football players he has ever
had under his tutelage. The Head
Mentor thinks so much of Jack's capabilities that he is planning to use
him at fullback before the season is
completed.
The above photograph shows Ike Eigenbauer, star halfback, on one of his many long gains Saturday.
(Courtesy of "Hartford Courant")

FOOTBALL TEAM WINS.
(Continued from page 1.)

HARRIERS BEAT CARDINAL BLUE AND GOLDHOLDS ; :·1
tackle. On the next play he crossed
line and Weber added the extra
IN LAST MEET OF SEASON WESLEYAN SOCCER TEAM ~~-J the
point. In a few plays the quarter
Blue and Gold T riu :n,phs by 23-32 Mowbray T allies on Penalty Kick
in Final Minutes of Game
as Perry T ak es First Place
to Tie Scor e, 3 to 3
in Second Win of Yea r
At Middletown last Friday the
Trinity cross-country team won over
the Wesleyan haniers by a score ot
23 to 32. Perry of Trinity captured
first place with his teammates Lau,
Mountford, Bauer and French taking
third, fourth, seventh and eighth, respectively. Wesleyan's Maynard took
second place with other members of
the team taking fifth, sixth, ninth,
and tenth. Perry's time was 15 minutes, 50 seconds.
Maynard took the lead early in the
race and held it for the first mile
when Lau passed him. Lau held his
lead for the next one and one-half
miles when he was passed by hi~
teammate, Perry, who held his lead
£or the remaindP.r of the race to place
first. Maynard edged out Lau on the
last stretch to place second.
This run concludes the cross-country season for Trinity. The Blue and
Gold harriers have won from Bard
and Wesleyan, and lost to Coast
Guard and Connecticut State, giving
them an even break for the season.

VERMONT IS FINAL GAME
FOR UNBEATEN GRIDMEN
Chances for Perfect Season Good
a s Trinity Eleven Starts
Final Preparations
Next Saturday the football team
will travel to Burlington, Vermont, to
play the University o.f Vermont.
Trinity is confident of bringing back
its seventh victory in as many starts
in this final game of the year. The
team will leave some time on Friday
evening for the 250-mile journey.
Comparative scores show that
Trinity has a slight edge over their
opponents. Vermont scored one less
touchdown in their game wiih R. P . I.
than the Blue and Gold did, and other
comparisons also give Trinity a small
margin. The game may well be the
hardest on the schedule, hut it is
expected that Trinity's winning
streak, now stretched to nine over
two seasons, will remain unbroken.
There will be no strenuous workouts for the team this week.
It
seemed to reach its best form of the
season in the second half of the game
with Wesleyan last Saturday, and
Coach Jessee will endeavor to keep it
at this high point. The ::~arne team
that took the field against Wesleyan
will start against Vermont except
that Kirby, who showed up well last
Saturday, may replace Scott at right
guard. No major injuries were reported, and the eleven should be in
form for its last game.

Wesleyan Sidelights.
Trinity's juggernaut rolled up 25
first downs all told, and gained over
330 yards from scrimmage alone, to
On Friday afternoon the Blue and give one of the most impressive
Gold Soccer team invaded Wesleyan demonstrations of offensive power
and played a 3 to 3 tie, after an over- ever displayed on Trinity Field.
time period brought no score. With
* •
but a few minutes to play, and with
"Ike" Eigenbauer, hard-running
the team trailing by one point, Mow- halfback, was the spear-head of the
bray made a penalty kick good after Trinity attack, just as he was in the
Lyrett, Wesleyan right back, touched 1933 Wesleyan battle. Crashing offthe ball in the penalty area.
tackle, and streaking down the field
The Cardinals showed strength in on cleverly masked spinners and rethe first quarter and got away to a verses, the ubiquitous "Ike" battered
2 to 0 lead. The Wesleyan team, his way to two touchdowns and gained
helped by wind, made many passes over 150 yards of ground with his
which baffled the Trinity men on nu- superb ball-carrying.
merous occasions.
In the second
* ..
quarter the Trinity offensive began
The total of 27 points amassed
to click, resulting in a score for the by Trinity is the largest single game
Blue and Gold, Bruce Onderdonk, accumulation against a Wesleyan
right wing, scoring on a long kick.
eleven since 1908. In that year the
The second half opened with Hill toppers buried the Cardinals under
Schmidt tying the score at 2 all. The a 42-0 score.
**
brilliant playing of both teams did
Bob Roach and Jim Hanaghan
not produce a score until the last
quarter when Wesleyan forged ahead played a smashing line game. Play
with a tally. Mowbray completed the after play found either or both of
score with ihe penalty kick. This these stalwarts breaking through to
game ended the season for the Trinity pull down the red-jersied Wesleyan
back behind the line of scrimmage,
team.
**
The summary:
Play was hard and distinctly clean
Wesleyan on both sides. It was a great relief
Trinity
Behrens to enjoy good football, sans the crude
Hall
G
Warner
RB
Howland tactics which have been fed us of
Tyng
Hutchinson late. Our congratulations to both
RH
Banks
CH
McNaughton teams.
**
Dexter
LH
Harfst
"Big Luke" Kellam was getting
Warren
IR
Hood tremendous distance on t hose punts
Roxby of his. Only once did the Wesleyan
Mowbray
CF
Schmidt
IT
Hammerstrom receiver have a chance to return a
O'Brien
OL
Barton kick and then he was literally smeared
Goals: Trinity, Onderdonk, Schmidt, in his tracks by Roach after he had
Mowbray (penalty kick); Wesleyan- traversed exactly one yard.
Roxby (free kick), Hood, Roxby; ref* *
An estimated crowd of more than
eree, Campbell; time, 22-minute quar5,000
witnessed
this
37th struggle beters, 10-minute overtime.
tween the two old rivals. The series
was inaugurated way back in 1885.

FROSH ELEVEN WINS.
(Continued from page 1.)
Captain Benjamin played a stellar
game, as did Vinick and Keller, on the
forward wall. O'Malley and DeDisse
were outstanding in the backfield.
The entire team played well together
and should aid greatly in filling the
gaps which graduation will leave in
the varsity line-up. Hultine and
Petheridge were consistent in their
game for Wesleyan, and the combination of Merrel and Horne clicked
nicely.
The line-u p:
Wesleyan (0)
Trinity (9)
Voegelin
LE
Vinick
Jones
LT
Brewer
Petherbridge
LG
Lee
Cerny
C
Burr
Chapin
RG
Melville
Bedient
RT
Benjamin
Hultine
RE
Keller
Merrell
QB
O'Malley
Dary
LH
DeDisse
Hutchins
RH
Lefevre
Horne
FB
Goddard
Coaches-Wesleyan : Wiggin, Lash,
Wallace; Trinity: P hippen, Kingston,
Wadlow.

right foot by beating a strong Wesleyan frosh aggregation. With men
such as Bob O'Malley, Ted DeDisse
and Brewer, coming up, it looks good
for next fall. Then the Blue and Gold
harriers trounced the Wesleyan crosscountry runners on their own difficult
course; Ray Perry, Bob Lau and Art
Mountford placing first, third and
fourth in that order. Terry Mowbray
and his fellow soccer mates next furnished the surprising tie with a
heavily favored and more experienced
Wesleyan squad. And then, of course,
the decisive triumph of our varsity
gridmen in their climax game, just
as predicted by this writer in last
week's column.

**
Odds and Ends.

Captain M1:Nulty of Worcester Tech
says that Trinity, as a team unit, is
the best he has ever played against
.... Who is this great Leo Fisher of
Connecticut State? We never heard
of him before . ... It's too bad there
are not more real sportsmen of the
type exemplified by J. 0. Christian,
new head coach at Storrs ... . Trinity
has now clinched the mythical championship of the small Connecticut Colleges, having trounced Coast Guard,
Connecticut State and Wesleyan in
successive games .... Jack Blott, Wesleyan mentor, was a star center at
the University of Michigan .. .. Luke
Kellam, Trinity tackle, has scored
five touchdowns, an unusual feat for
a lineman .... Tufts, undefeated and
unscored on thus far, would make a
"natural rival" for Trinity in a postseason contest for the small college
crown of all New England . . . .
Vermont's fighting "Cats" warmed up
for the Trinity game with a convincing 7 to 0 triumph over the Norwich
Cadets in a Green Mountain Conference battle last Saturday .... See you
all in Burlington next Saturday . ...
. ... Joe Fontana, recent Blue and Gold
**
"Mimi" Marquet gave a beautiful football and baseball luminary, is beexhibition of how to return punts. ing hailed as a "miracle-man" at
Running back eight kicks, he covered Lewis H. S. in Southington (Conn.)
118 yards of Wesleyan territory.

*
Jack Am port, *severely
injured in
practice before t he Coast Guard game,
was able to sit on t he player's bench
during the entire game. "Ampy,"
though he cannot play any more ball
this season, unfortunately, gave his
teammates much encouragement and
started t hem off to t heir sixth straight
win with a little speech before the
whistle. Good luck for a speedy recovery, Jack.

ended, finding Trinity well in the
lead. Score: Trinity 14, Wesleyan 0.
The fourth quarter saw Wesleyan
weaken perceptibly and the Blue and
Gold put over two more scores in
quick order. The first came as the
result of constant hammering. Sampers made first down in two plays.
Kobrosky made 4 yards off tackle
and then tossed a pass to Marquet
putting the ball on the 12-yard
marker. Eigenbauer made first down.
and Sampers crashed over for the
tally. Again Weber increased the
total score by one.
The second touchdown came almost
immediately on the heelst of the first.
After the kickoff Wesleyan tried
three unsuccessful plays and then
Burton kicked. On the first play Kellam circled right end lfor 25 yards.
Eigenbauer then moved 15 yards
around tihe same end and Trinity
was once more in scoring position. A
pass, Sinclair tQ Eigenbauer, netted
10 yards, and on the next play' Eigenbauer smashed tackle for the final
score.
From then on until the end of the
game, play moved up and down the
field quite evenly with Sampers bearing the brunt: of the work for Trinity
while Huntress and Burton kept
Wesleyan in the running. The half
soon ended with Trinity hammering
down to another touchdown. Score:
TJ:inity 27, Wesleyan 0.
The line-up:
Wesleyan (0)
Trinity (27)
Jones
Lindell
RE
Cranston
RT
Hanaghan
B. Burt
RG
Scott
(Capt.) Eyerly
Maher (Capt.) c
Eastman·
Weber
LG
J. Burt
LT
Kellam
O'Leary
Alexand er
LE
QB
Johnson
Marquet
Burton
Kobrosky
'CH
Huntress
RH
Eigenbauer
Coultas
FB
Sampers
Substitutions: Tril)ity; Sinclair,
Roach, Truex, Parker; Wesleyan:
Bently, Klinger, Erskine, Merritt,
Whitney, Frost.

Ye .Olde Hamilton Hostelry
LUXURIOUS TUDOR ROOM

PORCH CAFE

**

On t he Sidelines.
Definite evidence of the recent rise
in the fortunes of Trinity athletic
teams was conclusively shown over
the past week-end. The Cardinal and
Black of Wesleyan dipped three times·
to the Blue and Gold of Trinity, and
t he fourth duel resulted in a satisfying tie. A victory over the men from
Middletown is always doubly sweet to
Trinity, and a glorious sweep such
as that of the last week is deserving
of a good deal more than just passing
notice. The untested yearling football
team, playing its one and only game
od' the season, got Trinity off on the

Special Luncheon and Dinner Served Daily
Sunday Evenings-Special Buffet Dinner for Students
1

309 Washington St., corner Allen Place
Hartford, Conn.
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RAVINGS OF NYECROFT.
(Continued from page 2.)
Things were happening too fast for
me. I tore into the lamp with both
hands. In cam e Polyphemu s. ''Bring
that drink back. Bring another one,
too."
fifteen ;minutes later I was getting
a good grip on myself, when I heard
a slapping noise in the hallway. It
unnerved me so much that I bit the
lamp instead of scratching it, thereby
filing my mouth with green flakes
and crumbled teeth. My genii immediately appeared with a bottle of
mouth-wash and a towel. I stuffed
the towel down my throat, gargled
till everything got black, and gave
my hands 1and face a brisk rub-down
with the mouth-wash.
I had no sooner settled back in my
chair, when the slapping noise started
again. I braced myself and looked
around. It was not a seal; it was a
small beast which I recognized at once
as the Pluckbill or Datypus, a furry
mammal whose eggs are usually
found in Australia. I wond ered if I
might be in Australia, so I summoned
my bewheeled ogre and asked him.
He said I wasn't, but he'a have me
there in a jiffy. I yelled, "For God's
sake, no! Beat it!"
When he had gone I was able to
concentrate on the Pluckbill. Perhaps
the most striking thing about this
animal is that its fur is iridescent.
Why is its fur iridescent? Because
the Pluckbill or Datypus always
swims in oily -water. You see, it is

under the impression that it can get
places much faster by swimming on
calm sunf·aces. This is very silly, since
t he Pluckbill often has to wait months
f or some oil to drift in from a fruit
boat, and furthermore, swimming in
thick, oily water, no matter how
smooth, is like putting glue on the
bottom of your shoes to get better
traction.
Suddenly I realized it was getting
dark. The lights had gone of.f. I struck
• I
a match, but there was no flame.
put my hand in front of my face.
It was not plain at all; I might as
well have put it under a bushel. I was
frantic. The awful thought of blindness came over me. I reached out and
clawed the green lamp. My genii came
in, wheels squeaking.
''Let there be light," I pled.
"There is light," he answered. I
knew it was true. Maybe I would be
able to see if I had glasses. To make
double sure, I ordered the genii to
bring me a microscope.
He brought the device, and placed
it in my palsied hands. I peered into
the eye-piece and saw something. It
was a Volvox. I was fascinated, being
something Otf an authority on elementary animal forms. Now the Volvox is
in the shape of a hollow sphere whose

Iwall
is made :Ip of cells which, in
turn, are made up of cells which, in
turn, are made up of .... ,B riefly, the
cells in a single Volvox are almost
infinite in number. (A Latvian scientist named Kopek Dveriff-pronounced
Kopek Dvalstiff-estimated in 1842
that there are more cells in a Volvox
than there are jokes about the itinerant vendor. But everybody scOtffed
at Dveriff, thinking he was just starting another joke in a different way.)
At any rate, each of these cells is
surrounded by a gelatinous layer
which fuses to form the entire cell
wall. Under suitable conditions of
temperature, pressure, and sound, it
will refuse to form anything. Two
flagella, one long and one short, are
found in each cell and their combined
writhing provides a limping locomotion, causing the Volvox to go
'round and 'round in a circle. (Kopek's
brother, Vlasha, traced the path of one
Volvox for thirty days, and went
stark mad, effecting the death of the
Volvox by his periodic screams.)
Reproduction in the Volvox IS interesting. Some of the outside cells
'lose their cilia, and divide to form a
spherical group of cells which count
off by fours until one Otf them can
stand it no longer and blurts out,
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"Five!" He is then declared "it" and
told to pray for more Volvoces.
Some distinguishing features of the
Volvox are: Its invisibility to the
glass eye; its passion for advanced
mathematics, i. e., trigonometry, calculus, and timetable reading ; its
facility in evading Renfrew of the
Royal Mounted; and its exclusive diet
of alphabet soup.
All at once the lights went on, and
I knew I was all right again. 1 ·f elt
so good about it that I summoned my
genii and said, "Bring me a swell
looking woman."
Presently a curious oriental aroma
seemed to pervade the room. Where
had I sensed it before? Bagdad? Bornbay? Hongkong? Singapore? Probably not, for I had never been to those
places. This was something different.
The faint, suggestive rustle of burlap made me turn around. Ah! Thera
she was; dark, passionate, unbeliev·
ably beautiful, but a dental cripple,
just the same.
I said, "Do sit down."
She sat down.
Pretty soon I said, "Relax."
She said, "No," and I realized that
I had been duped. This woman was a
dacoit, sometimes known as tbe
Teaser or Do-Dont. Fu Manchu had
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Iscored
again, the dirty sl.ant-eye.
I looked out of my wmdow. The
rain had stopped, but I didn't wa~t
to go to the zoo. My bottle wasn t.
even empty.
-J. R. M.

Senate Plans Tea Dance
for Sophomore Hop Date
'37 to Entertain on December 18Drive Renewed to Clean
up the Union
At the weekly meeting of the Sena te last night, it was officially announced, that the SophomQre Hop
will be held the evening 'of Saturday,
December 8, in the Dining Hall. The
Senate has decided to contribute to
the festivities, by giving a tea dance
in the Dining Hall, Saturday afternoon, fr om 4 until 7, to be open to
all students and their guests. Each
member of the Senate will report
the matter to his house or group,
and it will then be decided, whether
the dance will be paid for by group
assessments, or by individual admissi{)n charge.
The Senate also went on record
a s forbidding gambling in any form
in the Union, and a drive will be
made thi!l week, to clear up any conditions of this nature. It was also
pointed out that undergraduates were
again abusing the privileges of the
Union by disorderliness, and attempts
will also be made to put an end to
this trouble.

